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* BEAM EXPANSION WITH SPECIFIED FINAL DISTRIBUTIONS* 
Andrew J. Jason and Barbara Blind, Los Alamos National Laboratory, and 

Klaus Halbach, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
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Abstract 

The formztlion of nearly uniformly dislributed beams 
has heen accomplished by tho use of multipole 
magnets. Multipole fields, however, are an 
inappropriatc basis for creating precise dlsulburions, 
pmicularly since substantial departures from 
uniformity are produced with a Gnitc number of 
multipole elements. A more appropriate formalism 
that allows preaisc Somalion of E desired distribution 
is presented. Design of nonlinear magnets for unifarm- 
beam production and the optics of an accompanying 
expansion system are presented. 

I INTRODUCTION 
Wu consider the general problem of providing an 

arbitrary spatial beam distribution at a point starting 
from a glven input beam. Such a technique is of 
interest in matching and for applications where 
material or powor deposition must conform to a 
particular distribution. For some purposes the 
requirement i s  simply to sharply h i t  the barn extent 
on a target to prcvcnl undesired radioactivation of 
surrounding areas. Often R uniform distribution is 
desired for muddicat purposes or for minimizing the 
cooling on a targer. Other distributions may be uvcful 
in maximizing neutron flux from a spallation target. 
Although we here concentrate on producing a liniiorm 
distriburion, tho axtension to other distributions is 
straightforward. 

The problcm of producing a uniform distribution has 
proviously been attacked by using a multipole series to 
provide a nodincar field that folds the beam in phase 
space 11-41. The results of such processing of an 
initially gaussian beam by applicatiorl 01 a slrong 
octupole field and subsequent magnification optics are 
shown in Fig. 1. 

$1 

Fig. 1 Beam distribution versus transverse distance 
after nonlinear focusing by an octupole. Units arc 
arbitrary. 
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In this process, the beam is expanded within the 
octupole in. say, the x dimenion sv that it is very 
narrow in  y to eliminate coupling terms. for sufficient 
expansion, tbe affcct of the emittance is small and the 
x , d  phase space may be represented by a line, as was 
done in the creation of Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the 
phase space fm the distribution of Fig 1. The "ears" 
on the Uisaibunon are caused by the fold shown in Fig. 
2 and are smaller for finite emittance and momanturn 
rrprcad. The distribution is wcll condncd except for the 
wings that form the hwcr and upper brairches of the 
field. If furthm multipoles are added the confinement 
can be improved. 

0 
X 

Fig. 2 Phase space for the distribution of Fig. 2- The 
ordinnte is tbe position in Fig. 1 and the abscissa is the 
divetgence in arbitrary units. 

It has been noted [S] that a series of multipoles can 
be configured to tend toward an enelytically cxact 
uniform distribution, hut the convergence is slow, We 
consider a magnetic eiement that is capable of 
providing the precise distribution required. 

2 MAGNETIC FIELD 
Since it is possible to cffcctivcly dccouplc lhc two 

transverse phase planes, a one-dimensional trcatmcnl 
ifi adequate, Beam in an element d.q, contained in a 
distribution p,,(n,), described by initial phase-space 
caordinates x,, and xi, transformed to a set of 
coordinates x and x' obeys thc relation 
p (r) dx = po(x,,) dz, if' the two distributions are singIe 
ualucd. Thence, 

1)  

This relation follows Batygin IS] and others. 
We consider a small-emittance beam. extended in 

xo. x: phase SPQCC: with slopc a = dx,: l dx ,  and with 
small extent in y, that passes though a magnet of 
length 1 with y-directed magnetic fieId B{xn) on the 
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xi: axis. A subsequent linear optical system described 
by a matrix R transports the bean to the location 
described by the x coordinates. Transformation 
between x and x, is 

where Bp is the bean rigidity. Inserting this telation 
intown.  1). the derivative of the magnetic field with 
respect to z,, 

Integrating, tho field becomes 

Thus for various choices of beam transport. the fields 
required to produce a given distribution will vary by a 
linear Lerm. One natural choice, given a limited beam 
distribution, is to minimize tho pc& ficld by adjusting 
the linear term. An attractive alternative sets 

Le., B point focus on the targer. 

For the case of R uniform target distribution of 
width 2 w ,  Q d .  4) becomes 

Note that for a limited initial distribution and thc 
choice of E411. 5). the field at large z, is comstant a 
convenient field for magnet design. We consider an 
initially gaussion-distributed beam tviih rms width d 
to obtgin a field 

An alternative choice for the initial distribution is - I J COE~‘(X / E )  which yields w tanh(x 1 c )  /(24p), a 
very similar function to 7) (along the x, axis) for 
c - 1.25~. differing by only 3% in a limited rangsl. 
The significance of this i s  that the latter distribution 
has bccn notcd to rgt-cbcnt u beam that is poorly 
matchcd in B linac whereas Lhe gnussian distribution i s  
wpresentstive of a well matahsd beam. Hcnoc, a 
nonlinear magnet with some adjustability can 
presumably deal with R range of obcorved barns. 

3 BEAM OPTICS 

3.1 One-Dimensional o@CS 

Consider a drift of length L a. av example of ai1 
optical system. Then 4, = 1 and R,, = L: accordlngly 
set a = - 1 I L .  For a given L the peak value of the 
magnetic field Bo can be set from Lhr: asymptotic 
value of Eqn 7). Choosing L=l and w=l sets GI = -1 
and R,,2/ Bp= 1. Setting a=0.1, tho angular 
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deflection through the magnet as 3 function of r, is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3 Plot of the magnetic field along the x, axis 
needed to produce a unifrirm distribution for the 
parameters given in thc text. 

Tho ph-0 apwc loci just aftrjr the nonlincar 
magnet and at tho target are given in Fig. 4, where the 
calculation it3 limitad to 6 4 .  Note that, at the target, 
the contra1 Z I T  of the beam is transformed to within 
x = fo.95 while the remainder of tho barn is placed 
at 1x1 > 0.95 aIong the trajectory rending 
asymptoticaify to the Tinoo 1x1 = 1.0. 

Fig. 4. Phase space at the nonlinear magnet and at the 
target lor the example cited in the text. 

Inidal end final distributione are ehchvn in Fig. 5. 
The final distribution dopam negligibly from constant 
within -w I x 5 w .  Finite bin sixes in the calculation 
blur the final-distribution edges slightly, 

3.2 Errors 
We codsidcr two po+rihle emors that affect the final 

distribution. The first is departures from the initial 
distribution. In general, if the initial distribution is 
“wider” than the distribution for which the magnet was 
constructed, the final distribution will grow “ears” (as 
in Fig. 1);  “narrowef’ disbihutions will experience 
rounding on Lop. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 that shows 
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the output distributions for 0=0,09 and 0.11. If a 
l/cosh2 input distribution is used, similar changes 
occur in the distribution. 

. 

x and q, 
Fig. 5 Normalized initial and final distribntions. 
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Fig. 6 Find dirtributionb for *lO% width errors in thc 
initial distributions. 

Steering errors also change the distribution. This is 
shown in Pig. 7 whom the beam enters the nonlinear 
magna1 off axis by 0.1 Q . 

Xfl 

Fig. 7 Final distribution for a steering error of 0.1 Q - 

Note that despite marked changes in the 
distribution, the beam remains entirely confined for 
both these cases becalrss of the well-defined beam 
limits due to the vertical phase-space trajectory seen 
in Fig. 4. 
5.3 Two-Dimensional Optics Design 

Two nonlincar magnets are used in producing a 
beam that has a given two-dimensional profile on the 

target. In thc first magnet, che beam is made small in 
the y dimension so that intetplano coupling by the field 
x components is negfigible and the beam is made large 
in the ]E dimension with large correlation and slope a. 
A subsequent focusing section provides condition S) in 
the x direction with small w in the second linear 
magnet rhst is rotated 90’ from the plrsl. This limits 
the beam in the magnet gap. The beam in the y 
direction is highly correlated {as specified In the x 
direction of thc first magnet). A second focusing 
section provides the condition 5) from lhc second 
magnet to the targat in the y direction and from the 

For each 
plane, the values of 42 and K ,  are determined by the 
dcsircd valucs of w and Lhc vduc of B,, in the 
respective planes. 

For a given valuc of Bo four quads are in general 
needed in each focusing section to meet 311 conditions. 
The number of quads rnay be reduced by using 
symmetry, system lengths, and choice oE input beam. 

magnet tc> the target in the x direction. 

5 MAGNET DESIGN 
Wo boat the magnet design only briefly. The magnet 
has quadrupolar symmetry. For sufficiently low fields, 
the pole shape along a scalar equipotential is 
determined from the field in the complex plane. The 
complex potential provides the conformal map into a 
dipole geometry, to bc used in specifying the poIe 
width or shimming that provides il homogeneous field 
to the exuemc partides of the beam. Variability in the 
magnet field rhapc i a  provided by dividing thc pols 
into individually cxcitcd segments; or by current sheets 
on the pole surfaccsa. 
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